
! D1234 i video footage review - Reviewed in detail 25 August 2017 

Disc contained three videos 

Video 1 - S1940002 recording of the briefing of Brook House officers 

DCM Dix held briefing on 28/02/17 at 20:00hrs 

D1234 ! due to leave on Op Majestic charter flight 

- In E-wing room 7 on ACTD constant supervision refusing to leave room 

- Duty director Michelle Brown agreed to planned intervention as only cause of 
action left 

- Spoken to by DCM Dix and DCM Purnell on several occasions but refusing to 
leave room, stated unwell 

- Offered visit to healthcare at Brook House and offered to see TASCOR medic 
which both refused 

D1234 removed all his clothing and was naked 

Plan: 

- • D1234 J will be offered one more opportunity to walk, if he refused to 
engage, refuses to comply or makes sudden movements, team of officers will 
be sent in to remove him 

- Route out of Eden wing, along ground floor and central corridor which has 
been cleared of all detainees, through to discharge to present to TASCOR 

- If 1. 6I2.3-4.---icomplies ask him to get dressed. On refusal will protect his 
dignity by wrapping a sheet around him, same if force is required 

If[1:01-314:11 needs to be carried, handcuff carry as taught on use of force 
course to be used 

Team: 

- DCO Sean Sayers, DCO Jordan Rowley, DCO Gus Oyaie, DCO Derek 
Murphy 

Healthcare official: 

Grace Sihlali (nurse) 

Stated no medical concern,E167(iiTillsaid to the doctor two days ago he 
needed surgery but did not bring any documentation for the procedure required 
and the doctor confirmed there was no concern, L1110.213-411 said he had a lump 
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in his abdomen but he was found to be fit and there was no reason force could 
not be used. 
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Video 2 — S1940003 — use of force 

Due to the officers wearing full PPE it was not possible to see which officer was at 
what position during the initial use of force in the room. It only became clear once 
the officers moved into the corridor. 

0:01 DCM Dix opens door to EID1234711's room, sat on the bed 
appearing to be naked and talking loudly to himself, did not acknowledge DCM Dix, 
DCM Dix tried to talk to him explaining he needed to stand up leave the room if he 
did not leave the room a team of officers would remove him, LITLT5TZKIT] continued 
shouting now turned towards DCM Dix 

0:16 Three Officers in full Personal Protective Equipment entered room, first officer 
carried a shield, i---DT2-3.4-- ! appeared to be passively resistant and first two officers 
attempt to stand up but he slit to the floor face up, he continued to 
shout/pray/chant loudly 

0:24 DCM Dix asked for camera to be flicked up to protectilij?31111's dignity as he 
was naked, while the camera was turned away could be heard 
continually shouting and chanting very loudly 

0:56 Camera pointed back at incident, L1. ;; :::::Icontinued to shout, one officer 
was seen holding his right arm, one officer controlled the head and one officer was 
laying across the legs, fourth officer appeared to hold the left arm on the ground 
DCM Dix brought a sheet, Officers try to communicate withr:31234.11 but he did not 
stop shouting 

1:09 Officers attempt to stand up. Elf:iji41; resisted, officers struggle 
to get control to stand him up and eventually manage to sit him up halfway 

1:44 DCM Dix instructed to sit up, [1115. 5.4:1.3. did not listen and 
continued to shout 

2:06 DCM Dix held his set of handcuffs and instructed for cuffs to be applied 

2:18 DCM Purnell instructed the officer on left arm to bring the arm around to Mr 
LOTiW:ls back, (:::::15:1?;.c.:.] resisted and continued to shout and chant loudly but 
eventually the arm was brought to the back and DCM Dix applied the handcuffs. He 
was supported although appeared to resist the support. 

3:40 DCM Dix instructed DCO Sayers to come off the legs so DCO Oyaie could 
move around to stand Eii1E41:11up and the team brought him to his feet while Mr 
31234 continued to resist. DCM Dix instructed only one officer to support the head, 

L._._-0 .213a ._.jwas bending himself forward 
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4:01 DCM Dix askedr:_lii:Vi.il:_lwhether he wanted to get dressed. 
continued shouting and chanting. 

4:08 Fourth officer entered the room and wrapped a sheet around E . D1234._.

4:21E.:.-6323rj: appeared to collapse towards the floor, while officers try to hold him 
up, his upper body was bent forward and he appeared to be resisting/struggling with 
the officers and continued to shout. His head was supported from the front due to 
the position he was in. 

5:48 An officer instructed to stand up. 

6:00 The team moveLl:TifiT1] into the corridor, he continued to shout loudly and 
increased his shouting once they were in the corridor. 

7:00 The team began to try to walk D1234-_  along the corridor. They quickly 
stopped as refused to walk. The head officer tried to talk to 
but he continued to shout and did not engage with the officers. He was picked up by 
the officers on each arm who held him through the arm and below the leg on each 
side to carry spat at the officer controlling the head from the front. 
An officer walked behind and held the sheet in place to protect [7512)4_-.3's dignity. 

7:21 attempted to kick the officer in front who was controlling the head 
with one hand behind while trying to control left leg. 

7:36 The team reach a door and =7;;T.F477] appeared to obstruct the passage with 
his feet or legs while continuing to shout. 

7:51 Instructions were given to the head officer by the supervising officer to give Mr 
1 5T4i1 the option to walk. They pass through a couple of door and the supervising 
officer can be heard askingE:T;iiF.::: if he would walk.i„.D.1234 responded by 
shouting/chanting louder. 

08:26 The team took a break and sat EbiiiK 1 on the floor. He was asked if he 
would stand and walk, it was explained if he did not the team would continue to carry 
him. ECiiii:lcontinued shouting and increased the level. 

09:10 The head officer and officer on the left arm swap positions.E15-iiii:i's head 
continued to be controlled from the front and was carried along the corridor. 

10:28.1,::T;ii.F447: was put on the floor in kneeling position in the departure areas 
where TASCOR officers could be seen waiting with a waist restraint belt.E133?iTill.1 
continued to shout/chant throughout. 

10:31 The supervising officer advised TASCOR that they had handcuffs applied. A 
TASCOR officer could be seen looking ate :::63.?iT:j from behind and then 
instructed another TASCOR officer to apply a handcuff which he did. 
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11:03 The TASCOR officer asked for the G4S cuff to be removed 
shouted and prayed. _._.D1234 ._. 's hand was brought to the front while his head was 
controlled from the front by a TASCOR officer who was seen holding the back of his 
head forehead rested on the officers' knees. 

11:30 The last Brook House officer released right arm and TASCOR 
officers took control.r:1312i7CLI resisted the officers'attempts to control his arms 
and moved from his kneeling to sitting position in the ensuing struggle. 

11:35 An Officer was heard instructing to listen to instructions and to 
comply, ::::::1i33: ::::lcontinues to chant. 

11:45 An Officer was heard instructingE.'EiiiiZ:=Ito keep his head still,ET133.2iEll 
continued to attempt to turn his head towards the officer to his right. 

12:00 Four Officers, one on the left arm, one on the right arm, one behind and one 
protecting the head, attempt to stand EL13:." :Li up. He is instructed to get on his 
knees, he refuses to comply, continued to try to sit on his bottom and shouts. 

12:30 The officer behind requested the waist restraint belt (WRB) and the belt was 
applied whileEbTiii:: was sitting on the floor as he resisted their efforts to get 
him to his knees. He resisted efforts to restrain him and kept struggling. An officer 
was seen holding onto the rigid bar handcuffs while another officer held onto the 
ratchet bar handcuff which was still applied right wrist. 

13:20 An officer was heard instructing .̀_ iiiEI:::1 to comply and to keep his head 
stil l.[1:012W1:screamed in response, followed by chanting and resisting. 

13:34E:bi234: spat at the officer holding the rigid bar handcuffs in the face. 

13:45 The officers managed to standl::::13.ii-CD up who continued to chant. 

14:00 The ratchet bar handcuff applied by Brook House officer was removed. Mr 
4::133?3iDcontinued to shout and chant. An officer was heard instructing [:::E1144::::) to 
keep his head still. 

14:39 It appeared one cuff of the rigid bar handcuff had been removed.C:::-6715.11:::1 
continued to struggle and resist the officers as well as shout and chant. 

15:13E333234 :iscreamed and it appeared pain compliance was used through the 
handcuff still applied. The waist restraint belt cuff was pulled into secure on the right 
side. 

15:32 The officer holding the handcuff instructedET3I2W:j to stop spitting. Mr 
1.:1613;1] attempted to slump to the floor, was asked to stand up. 
appeared to say his wrist was gone but it was not clear. 
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16:18 An officer was asked to apply the leg restraints and Elli-31qi-41.11 was asked to 
put his legs together. It appeared pain compliance was used and:~ D1234 ;spat at 
the officer holding the handcuffs and continued to struggle and was asked to calm 
down. 

17:06 The officers carryillb:Vijilli to the vehicle and he was placed on the seat. 
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